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Executive Summary_ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
APTMA is the premier association of the textile sector and the largest association of Pakistan, representing 
spinning, weaving and composite mills. APTMA is primarily responsible for protecting and promoting the 
interests of the textile industry. The Association actively works to resolve issues pertaining to trade, 
commerce and manufacture of textiles, with a particular focus on cotton. The monthly APTMA Management 
Report is being circulated to share important statistics and information so as to ensure consistency across 
the textile industry.  
 
This report highlights key points and figures that provide insight into the functioning of APTMA with respect 
to its main activities. Section 1 highlights the major challenges that the industry has faced in the month of 
October and provides insights on improving certain policies. Section 2 brings together the Management 
accounts of APTMA as of October 2021, stating the income, expenses and total liquid assets of the Association. 
Section 3 provides an economic update of the textile industry, the overall trade and the role it plays in the 
economic situation in Pakistan. Section 4 offers insight into APTMA’s role in cotton, and the current trends 
of cotton in the country. Section 5 brings together the articles published by the APTMA in various 
newspapers and magazines. Section 6 highlights the media department’s activity in the past month as well 
as upcoming events that are either organized by or involve APTMA.   
 

Section 1: Industry’s Challenges           
 

 
1)  Gas Management During Winter 

 
Continued and uninterrupted gas/RLNG supply to the textile sector during the 3 winter months 
(November, December and January) is critical, as any disruption in supply during this period of 
rapidly increasing exports will put the $21 billion target for FY22 at risk. As discussed in a meeting 
with the Federal Minister for Energy on 12th October 2021, if new orders diverted to Pakistan are not 
met on time, it will result in losing new customers permanently.  
 
APTMA is willing to do its part to ease the supply constraints through a temporary reduction 
in consumption. APTMA has conveyed its willingness to reduce gas load by 40-50 MMcfd 
predicated on the assurance that the power tariff for this period will be reduced to 7.5 
cents/kwh from the existing 9 cents/kwh.  
 
It has been requested that the tariff of $ 6.5/MMBtu be maintained for the winter, as the gas tariffs 
for exporters in Bangladesh and Vietnam, our direct competitors, is already significantly lower than 
$6.5 MMBtu. 
 

2) Gas Moratorium  
 
A way forward has been agreed upon with the Secretary Power to resolve the matter amicably 
including the technical audits / verification. In this regard, APTMA has set up a series of 
meetings wherein all pending issues and irritants will be resolved and the maximum power 
load possible will be switched to the grid. The clarified decision of the CCOE/Cabinet on 
moratorium of gas requires the export oriented industrial unit to have cogeneration/waste hear 
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recovery without specific reference to benchmarks. Proposed audit/verification was to be conducted 
by the independent “ESCOS” at our cost. 
 
The Secretary Power assisted in resolving the issues faced by the industry with the Discos regarding 
new connections, enhancement of load and quality issues. APTMA shared its full data sets of 
connection issues with each of the Discos, as well as other issues e.g. quality faced by our member 
mills. 
 

3) Additional Security Demand Raised by SNGPL 
 
Several letters were received from our member mills regarding SNGPL’s demand for additional 
security. The Cabinet/ECC has approved $6.5/MMBtu gas/RLNG rate for textile mills on SNGPL 
system up until 30th June, 2022. SNGPL is now demanding enhancement of guarantees to cover full 
RLNG cost which is Rs. 2623.08/MMBtu. This is not in accordance with approved Cabinet/ECC rates. 
 

 Large-sized textile mills are facing additional guarantees of Rs. 330 million  
 Small sized mills’ bank guarantee has been increased by Rs. 30 million. 

               
Given that there are 150 textile units on the SNGPL gas system, SNGPL will soak up approximately                         
Rs. 25 billion in liquidity. This will result in excess liquidity being stuck in working capital, which will nullify 
our efforts to increase exports or meet targets this year. We thereby requested urgent assistance from 
the Ministry of Commerce in this matter. 

 
4) Regionally Competitive Electricity During Winter 

 
A winter tariff of 7.5 cents / kwh should be announced in place of the existing 9 cents/kwh. APTMA will 
reduce gas/RLNG consumption by 50 MMcfd as long as the special winter tariff of 7.5 cents/kwh 
is formally approved and notified by the Government. This is in the best interests of the country to 
rapidly increase the export base to bring in much needed foreign exchange and reduce reliance on loans 
to meet our Balance of Payments deficit. 

 
5) Provision of Regionally Competitive Energy Tariffs for Export Oriented Industries of LIEDA 

 
The government has approved the new energy tariff for current fiscal year of export-oriented industry 
whereas LIEDA based export-oriented industries have been denied the concessional power tariff as 
allowed by the ECC and Cabinet over the last 3 years. This issue was last raised in August 2021 and once 
again raised in October through a letter to the Secretary Power Division at the Ministry of Energy. LIEDA 
based export-oriented industries must be provided with the concessional power tariff, and this 
matter has been put forward to the Secretary at Ministry of Energy (Power Division) for his 
personal intervention. 
 

6) Increase in ERF Limit Accorded to Banks 
 
The textile industry has hoped to obtain additional working capital from commercial banks as we are 
well on our way to achieve the target of $21 billion in exports for the current fiscal year. However, the 
ERF limits assigned by SBP to banks are currently fully utilized, and as a result, the textile industry is 
unable to obtain additional ERF facilities to meet its working capital requirements.  
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Additional Capital Investment of $4 billion will generate $6 billion in export volume. The export volume 
requires input of working resources: 
 

 
 
Cycle for exports is 4 to 6 months from production. The shipping time and L/C terms (say 3 months) 7-
10 months’ funds will be blocked. Since the funds are revolving and will be in circulation, thw working 
capital = 8/12 (3.427) = 2.29 
 
Estimated Additional Working Capital Required = $2.29 billion 
 
Sales tax return in circulation with FBR is around $3.9 billion, and if rate is halved $1.84 billion 
would be released to industry. 
 
Payment of arrears of Sales Tax, Income Tax, TUF and DLTL are approximately Rs. 500 billion. 
 
We have thereby requested the SBP to allow additional ERF headroom to banks so that our textile 
sector can obtain additional financing to invest in working capital and meet the above-mentioned 
growth target. This will help us contribute significantly to the national exchequer by bringing in valuable 
foreign reserves. 
 
Furthermore, there is a liquidity crunch in the market due to the rapidly expanding export value 
and devaluation of the rupee. Provision of additional working capital to the industry is critical to 
meet export targets. 
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7) Anti- Dumping Duty (ADD) on Chinese Polyester Staple Fiber (PSF) 
 
The ADD already imposed for the past 5 years on Chinese PSF has been renewed for another 5 years. 
Additionally, as per the National Tariff Commission, the Duty has also been levied on PSF import from 
other sources including Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand etc. The ADD Duty, which ranges from 3-11 percent, 
is imposed on top of existing 7% Import Duty on PSF, making input cost significantly high. 
 
More so, the freight charges on PSF have also increased from 2 cents/kg to almost 40 cents/kg, giving 
PSF manufacturers additional 30% protection. Pakistan is already suffering from a cotton crop crisis, 
with a shortage of raw material, and cotton prices have soared above 15,000/maund. 
 
World trade has largely shifted to synthetic fibers and value-added products made from Man-Made 
Fibers (MMF) are in high demand. The international MMF to cotton ratio is 70:30 compared to Pakistan’s 
30:70, which puts our industry at a huge disadvantage in competition with other regional players like 
India, Vietnam and Bangladesh. PSF is the only cotton alternative, and regional competitors have already 
started to shift to PSF due to the cotton crisis. Price of PSF in China is almost 40% less than the price in 
Pakistan. Textile Industry has posted unprecedented export figures during the last fiscal year, and that 
too during COVID-19. Local PSF prices are expected to rise sharply causing additional difficulties for the 
value-added sector.  
 
It has been requested that the government immediately reduce the import duty on PSF from 7% 
to 5%. 

 
8) Intervention Price of Seed Cotton for Cotton Farmers 

 
To ensure that farmers receive the declared intervention price rather than a power price due to the 
involvement of a middleman or ginner, we clarified with the Cotton Commissioner that as per the ECC 
decision the intervention price is given on the basis of seed cotton, not lint cotton. It was requested to 
ask TCP to tackle this important aspect of ensuring that farmers receive accurate intervention 
prices by issuing special designed receipts from ginners as described in the cotton procurement 
and sales program framework for intervention pricing.  
 

9) Cotton Model Farming by APTMA through CPEC 
 
A letter to the SAPM on CPEC Affairs initiated APTMA’s request to form a joint venture between 
the APTMA Cotton Foundation and Chinese companies that will implement our 
recommendations for technology transfer in cotton production by starting a model farm of 1000 
acres or more under CPEC. This model farming using revolutionary cotton cultivation technology will 
help the country’s cotton growers in increasing their yields by utilizing advanced cotton farming 
techniques. By transforming deserts to white gold, this project will benefit the country’s economy as 
well as the local community and will be a trail blazer for rejuvenating Pakistan’s cotton predominance. 
 

10)  Cotton Crop Mapping through Satellite System 
 
APTMA reached out to SUPARCO to get services for cotton crop mapping through satellite system for 
the following purposes: 

 Cotton crop cultivated area estimations 
 Competitor crops area under cultivation e.g. sugarcane, rice, corn etc. 
 Cotton acreage estimation in a specific territory 
 Monitoring of crop health conditions 
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 Crop yield and production forecast 
 Any specific disease or pest scouting at large scale 

 
11) Sales Tax Refund (Pre-withdrawal of Zero-Rated Scheme) 

 
FBR is not processing deferred Sales Tax amount prior to July’19. They have not even paid the RPOs 
issued for that period. Currently deferred Sales Tax amounts are also not being processed as they are 
supposedly to be processed manually by field officers, but no instructions have been given to them for 
processing. The matter is currently at a standstill. 
 

12) Income Tax Refunds 
 
Processed pending Income Tax refunds over Rs. 50 million are not being paid. Supposedly the refunds 
are to be processed manually by field officers, but no instructions have been given to them for processing. 
The matter is currently at a standstill. 
 

13)  LTFF/ILTFF for Indirect Exporters (IDEs) 
 
SBP has agreed to allow IDEs to qualify for LTFF/ILTFF. This initiative will help to promote sustainable 
export-led growth in Pakistan. Requests for limit enhancement or suggestions for improvement can be 
addressed in future. Previously, SBP issued a statement to include Indirect Exporters to be eligible for 
availing Export Finance Scheme (EFS).  
 
Details are available at: 

1. https://www.sbp.org.pk/incentives/efs/efs-features.htm, 
2. https://www.sbp.org.pk/smefd/circulars/2012/C3.htm.  

 
 

14)  Long-term Energy Security Plan 
 
The textile sector is currently in expansion, where it requires unwavering support to maintain its growth, 
so the sustained provision of a supportive energy package will have long-term benefits for the entire 
economy. In the undesirable case of replacing competitive energy tariffs with DLTL, which has been 
proposed in the past, 80% of the textile industry would end up needing to pay electricity tariffs at 14 
cents/kwh, thereby making all exports uncompetitive. The output price will also be uncompetitive; any 
downstream unit in the value chain will prefer imported inputs instead of expensive domestic inputs. In 
this case, local units at the higher end of the value chain will be at risk of closing down, losing countless 
jobs in the process. There remains a dire need for a long-term energy security plan which meets the 
requirements of the industry. Geothermal energy can be explored for the textile industry, along with 
other commercially viable options.  

https://www.sbp.org.pk/incentives/efs/efs-features.htm
https://www.sbp.org.pk/smefd/circulars/2012/C3.htm
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Section 2: Management Accounts as of October 2021        
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Section 3: Economic Update           
 

1) Import and Export 
 
Pakistan’s exports posted a 17.5 per cent growth in October 2021, rising to $2.471 billion as compared 
to $2.104 billion in October 2020. This is the highest ever export figure in any October in our history, 
according to the Ministry of Commerce. Imports increased 60 percent to $6.247 billion during the month, 
despite currency depreciation of 0.69 percent during October. 
 
During the July-Oct 2021 period, Pakistan’s exports grew by 25pc to $9.468 billion, compared to $7.576 
billion during the same period last year. Meanwhile, during the Jul-Oct period 2021 period, imports rose 
by 64pc to $24.99 billion as compared to $15.19 billion during the same period in 2020. About 40 per 
cent of this increase is investment-driven, indicating an expansion of industry and enhanced industrial 
activity.  
 
 

 
 

Textile Exports 
Year July August September October  Total  

% Yearly 
Change 

% Change 
 (Base Year 2018) 

2018 
           

994  
        

1,258  
           

1,024  
        

1,131  
            

4,407  
  

  

2019 
        

1,112  
        

1,191  
           

1,069  
        

1,215  
            

4,587  
4% 4% 

2020 
        

1,273  
        

1,008  
           

1,190  
        

1,290  
            

4,761  
4% 8% 

2021 
     

1,471  
     

1,463  
1,487 

     
1,619  

            
6,040  

27% 37% 
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Total Exports 

Year July August September October  Total  
% Yearly 
Change 

% Change 
 (Base Year 

2018) 

2018 
        

1,638  
        

2,013  
           

1,723  
        

1,896  
            

7,270  
 - 

- 

2019 
        

1,886  
        

1,858  
           

1,765  
        

2,019  
            

7,528  
4% 4% 

2020 
        

2,001  
        

1,584  
           

1,889  
        

2,104  
            

7,578  
1% 4% 

2021 
     

2,340  
     

2,248          2,409  
     

2,471  
            

9,468  
25% 30% 
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2) Current Account Balance 
 

Pakistan’s trade deficit widened by 109 percent in the first quarter of the current fiscal year (1QFY22) to 
reach $3.775 billion against $1.803 billion during the same month last year, as imports increased more 
than threefold despite heavy regulatory duties and 100 percent cash margin on 114 import items.  
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CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE 

Commodities  

In Million US Dollars First Quarter 
Growth FY22 FY21 

July August September Q1 July August September Q1 FY22 Vs FY21 

Exports 2,251 2,348 2,642 7,241 1,885 1,514 1,955 5,354 35% 

Imports  5,399 5,998 6,076 17,473 3,557 3,241 3,839 10,637 64% 

Trade Balance-
Goods 

(3148) (3650) (3434) (10232) (1672) (1727) (1884) (5283) 94% 

Trade Balance-
Services  

(264) (336) (117) (717) (315) (123) (95) (533) 35% 

Total Balance in 
Goods & Services 

(3412) (3986) (3551) (10949) (1987) (1850) (1979) (5816) 88% 

Balance on Primary 
Income 

(272) (372) (320) (964) (697) (259) (533) (1489) -35% 

Remittances inflow 2,707 2,658 2,670 8,035 2,764 2,095 2,284 7,143 12% 

Balance on 
Secondary Income 

2,870 2,885 2,758 8,513 3,267 2,364 2,539 8,170 4% 

Balance on Income 2,598 2,513 2,438 7,549 2,570 2,105 2,006 6,681 13% 

Total External 
Surplus / Deficit 

(814) (1473) (1113) (3400) 583  255  27  865  -293% 

  

35% increase in exports in FQFY22 as compared to FQFY21 

64% increase in imports in FQFY22 as compared to FQFY21 

Remittances increased by 12%  

Total external deficit increased by 293% 

 

 
3) Exchange Rate 

As of November 6th, 2021 the US dollar rate in Pakistan is 170.15. FITCH’S downward revision of 
its forecast for the rupee illustrates that the global rating agency doesn’t expect the economic and 
geopolitical factors that are putting pressure on the home currency to dissipate soon. Citing factors such 
as the worsening trade balance, a tighter US monetary policy, higher structural inflation and the 
increased outflow of dollars to Afghanistan, it has projected the rupee to weaken to an average of 164 to 
the dollar this year, compared to the previous projection of 158, and to 180 versus the earlier forecast of 
165 in 2022. 
 

4) Monetary Policy 
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) announced an increase of 25 basis points in the benchmark policy rate 
taking it to 7.25 per cent for the next two months effective from October 1, 2021. The SBP noted that 
over the last few months, the burden of adjusting to the rising current account deficit had fallen primarily 
on the exchange rate and it was appropriate for other adjustment tools, including interest rates, to also 
play their due role. It further observed that the stance of monetary policy was still appropriately 
supportive of growth, with real interest rates remaining negative on a forward-looking basis, adding that 
it expected the monetary policy to remain accommodative in the near term, with a possible further 
gradual tapering of stimulus to achieve mildly positive real interest rates over time. 

 

https://www.dawn.com/news/1649331
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Section 4: Cotton              
 
APTMA is keen to develop its cotton supply chain to meet its annual demand of 15 million bales 
through domestic cotton production. In this connection we are in the process of developing Cotton 
Model Farms for the introduction of innovative cotton farming practices in the virgin lands of 
Cholistan belt under “APTMA Cotton Foundation” (a non-profit organization). For this purpose, we 
have requested about 2500 acres on lease through Cholistan Development Authority Bahawalpur 
which is under Punjab Board of Revenue. Our cotton expert team visited the proposed land with 
Cholistan Development Authority staff for initial feasibility of land for cotton cultivation. According 
to CDA staff this land is available for lease as it is not yet allocated to any other project.  
 
We are hoping to go for a joint venture with a Research and Development based Chinese company 
for implementation and use of advanced technology for cotton production. This includes 
mechanization for development of barren land to make it suitable for cultivation, installation of 
solar tube wells for irrigation, use of advanced irrigation systems to increase irrigated water 
utilization, introduction of drones for pest scouting and spray of pesticides, use of mechanical 
picking machines and import of advanced chemistry pesticides and fertilizers. 
 
Cotton Price Trend 
 

PCGA Stats for the Last 5 Years as at 01 November 
 

01 November 2017 8,134,404 
01 November 2018 7,706,331 
01 November 2019 6,097,465 
01 November 2020 3,452,382 
01 November 2021 6,257,019 

Updated 03-Nov-2021 
PCGA stats Total crop for the last 5 years 
 

2016-2017 10727182 
2017-2018 11581934 
2018-2019 10777818 
2019-2020 8571261 
2020-2021 5645967 
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Section 5: APTMA Publications           
 
The following articles were published during the month of October in various newspapers and magazines.  
 

1) How Textile Industry Helps in Leading Economic Recovery by Dr. Gohar Ejaz, Global Village Space 
https://www.globalvillagespace.com/how-textile-industry-helps-in-leading-economic-recovery/ 

 
2) Critical Importance of Competitive Energy Rates Across Textile Value Chain, Business Recorder 

https://www.brecorder.com/news/40129304/critical-importance-of-competitive-energy-rates-
across-textile-value-chain 

https://www.globalvillagespace.com/how-textile-industry-helps-in-leading-economic-recovery/
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40129304/critical-importance-of-competitive-energy-rates-across-textile-value-chain
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40129304/critical-importance-of-competitive-energy-rates-across-textile-value-chain
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3) Better Days for Cotton, Business Recorder 

https://www.brecorder.com/news/40125045/better-days-for-cotton 
 

4) Better Days for Cotton Industry Are Coming, Global Village Space 
https://www.globalvillagespace.com/better-days-for-cotton-industry-are-coming/ 
 

Section 6: Media Department          
 
Construction of the APTMA Website 
Construction of the APTMA website has entered its final stages considering the finalization of structural 
aspects and data update before making it live. In the testing phase, operationality of the website will be 
tested by running different technical tests to provide an assessment of the smooth function of the website 
across different interfaces. 
 
The new features added to the website incorporate a comprehensive mailing system to switch from our 
manual mailing practice and brings it down to a single-window operation for implementing an efficient 
framework for dissemination of mails/circulars on daily basis. Another prominent feature added to the 
website; “Industrial Insight” will provide a functional feature for a visual representation of our industrial 
operations – comparative analysis month on month basis. 
 
The interface is much improved and in accordance with the best IT practices and multiple integrated 
features which can help to deduce reliable Industrial Insights with help of Business Intelligent up-gradation 
to the existing structure. 
 
Building a full-scale Media Campaign – Energy crisis 
The Media department has strategized a media campaign around the pressing issue of Energy Tariffs. Our 
media team executed a well-coordinated media strategy for a whole day highlighting the unprecedented 
figures of Textile Exports recorded during 1Q FY22 compared with FY21 & FY18. To put Pakistan back on 
the road to a stabilized economy, the Textile sector is striving to achieve its target of $21 billion with the 
recent increase of $7.5 billion in Textile Exports. 
 
Dr Gohar Ejaz appeared on DKKKS show to highlight the need for continued Competitive Energy Tariffs by 
Govt to let the exports grow further at the same rapid pace at present. Chairman & Executive Director 
APTMA appeared on different channels to shed light on the very subject and voice the concerns of the 
Textile sector for the Govt to take into consideration to provide an environment for continuous growth in 
Textile exports. List of channels that provided coverage to this development includes: 

a. Samaa News 
b. Duniya News 
c. Such TV 
d. Aaj TV 
e. BOL News 
f. Capital News 

 
Earlier, APTMA Energy Advisor Mr Tahir Basharat Cheema and Executive Director Shahid Sattar had 
appeared on various programs on channel 24 News HD, 92 News, Roze News respectively & recorded an 
interview Profit Pakistan. 
Parallel to the TV shows, Ads on the said subject advocating the concerns of the entire Textile sector were 
published in GVS monthly magazine. Considering their broad scale of audience which includes Embassies, 

https://www.brecorder.com/news/40125045/better-days-for-cotton
https://www.globalvillagespace.com/better-days-for-cotton-industry-are-coming/
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IFCs, Governmental offices and Bureaucratic quarters, GVS provides the exact attention and platform for 
APTMA to communicate their concerns to the higher offices. 
 
Trainee Management Program 
Taking in the considerations highlighted by the Admin Committee All Pakistan Textile Mills Association has 
initiated an in-house capacity building, incubation program to facilitate our ever-growing Textile Sector to 
be inclusive of our Public & Private sectors along with academia. Which will also create a potential 
environment for our youth to pick the exact career path/direction right from the start of their professional 
life. APTMA, as the focal body in Textile Sector, is looking forward to assisting our Private & Corporate 
sectors and joining the league of Economy Boosting Agents. 
 
At the present pace, APTMA felt the need to expand its operations and provide a platform, under the expert 
guidance of our team of professionals – incubation/internship centre for professional and technical 
grooming according to the industrial needs and best practices. 
 
The incubation program has offered multiple positions in below-given departments under the position of 
Trainee Management: 

a. Policy Analysis & Research  
b. Cotton Research & Development  
c. Media & Marketing 

 
While two of these positions are based in the Principal Office, the Research trainees will also be placed in 
the APTMA North & South zones as well. These trainees will assist and cater to the industrial needs of our 
Textile Sector along with the competent team of experts in the Principal as well as Zonal offices. 
 
Upcoming Events           
 

1) APTMA Annual Dinner – To be planned in October at the Punjab Governor House, Lahore. 
2) Dubai Expo 2020 


